Weather, Hogs, and Time have reaped havoc on our runway over the
past several months. A volunteer team consisting of Kelly Conway,
Lewie Moore, David Ek, Billy Law, Mark Fuess, Frank Rowell, and
Darrell Abby have begun the daunting task of restoring our airfield to
a world class facility. You are encouraged to volunteer your services!
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Greater Southwest Aero Modelers Fort Worth Texas

GOLD LEADER CLUB
AMA#1140

Greater Southwest Aero Modelers, Inc. is a nonprofit organization. Membership is
nondiscriminatory and open to anyone who agrees to abide by Club By-Laws.
A condition of membership for insurance purposes is current affiliation with the
Academy of Model Aeronautics (AMA). Our flying field is located at 6903 Randol Mill
Road, 1/4 mile east of exit 26 off of Loop 820 at N 32°46.895’ W 97° 12.361’.
Visitors are welcome whenever the gate is unlocked. Free flight training instruction is
available to members from 6:00 PM to dusk on Monday and Wednesday while
Daylight Savings Time is in effect.

Are held on the second Tuseday of every
Month located at:

Massey McDonalds
Precinct Line #25720
769 Airport Fwy.
Hurst, TX 76053

There Will Be no CLUB MEETING in APRIL!
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Greater Southwest Aero Modelers Club Business

From the President’s Stay n’ Shelter
As our Nation endures one of the most significant times in recent history, we do
have an aviation tie in to COVID-19 pandemic with the great aviator - Howard Hughes.
As you know Hughes suffered from extreme germaphobia yet was still able to be
functional and productive even able to somehow venture outside his hotel room in order
to address Congress on National T.V. . I think it’s very prudent for us to think and at
least for awhile practice what Mr. Hughes did when he ventured out. He never allowed
his fingers to touch any public surface. He reportedly used handkerchiefs to prevent his
skin from touching door handles, hand rails, turn knobs, bathroom appliances, car
handles…..anything. While he did not wear a facemask I have a feeling he most
certainly entertained the idea. My advice to anyone who wishes to visit the field during
the “Stay and Shelter” mandate from the Governor’s Office practice the mindset of Howard Hughes. Don’t
touch anything that is not from your personal domain without immediately wiping your hands with a sanitizer
afterwards. This includes the gate lock and fencing, the work tables, metal poles, chains, power outlets, chairs,
the refrigerator….etc etc etc. Don’t touch each others plane’s or equipment, FPV face goggles, transmitters,
wires, props etc etc etc. In more ways than one – Keep your antenna’s to yourself. As Texan’s we are brought
up to shake a man’s hand firmly and with purpose…..well….it’s time to think like an EMT and fist pump with
eye contact and conviction going forward. Wearing a facemask or bandanna is completely acceptable now, don
your face mask with no embarrassment. In fact, for those of us who suffer from Hay-Fever Allergies can now
wear a facemask everywhere in public with complete normalcy, not just mowing the pollen. In short, we should
adopt the mindset and personal practice of the great aviator Howard Hughes. Don’t touch, use hand sanitizer,
don’t handshake, fist pump, wear facemask, keep at least 10ft from each other and if your have any level of
sinus discharge, cough or sneeze please consider the current scenario even to a greater degree. If you are not
aware, all city parks children’s play area’s are roped or taped off from access in efforts to help prevent transfer
of any contact to the next child or person. While select city public parks may be open….I suspect some parks
will be closed or locked down soon. For now GSWAM club field will remain open until further notice or
weather and field conditions force a closure. Our event calendar is completely blown out for the Spring but let’s
try to hang our gear on the summer and fall events.
Keep these dreams alive. All of us are probably suffering from some level of cabin fever while at the
same time the builders who have no sense of time or sky while remaining totally focused on the build for days
on end….will probably suffer an acute and ultra high level of cabin fever once their build is completed. As we
all know it’s very compelling to get the finished aircraft out for a maiden or shakedown so the pull to venture
out may even be worse than the average couch potato….I expect to see an unusual level of maiden’s later this
summer ……we could call 2020 the “Leaping CV19 Year of the Maidens”!
We are still active with the main runway initiatives moving forward. This means hog trapping, hog

chasing and harassment, city animal control vehicle rut repairs, mowing, divot repairs and the leveling effort are
still in process within reason of weather conditions, water saturation and of course personal health precautions.
We may be slowed down…..but the initiatives are still in process.

We will do our level best to keep the membership informed and moving forward. As a reminder we do
have other club fields ready to receive GSWAM members for visiting but please research all you can before
venturing out to our other local AMA chapter R/C Fields. In closing – stay in tune with GSWAM via FaceBook,
the Website and the Chat-Room Forum, check in on each other often, visit the field at your own risk………..
and think like the great aviator - Howard Hughes.
May you soar like a Eagle, Land like a Buzzard, and walk like a Duck
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Greater Southwest Aero Modelers Fort worth Texas
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Greater Southwest Aero Modelers Club Business
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Greater Southwest Aero Modelers Tech Page
Fabricating a Scale Prop/Spinner (Part 2)
BY: Darrell Abby
We now have the spinner sanded to final shape from the template with a brass tube sticking out the rear. Next, we need to use
cloth and Z-Poxy to glass the foam spinner. This will put a nice hard shell on it.
, manually turn the spinner and cut into the foam spinner at the blade location.
10. Put this in the drill press. Using a Zona saw braced on a steady platform, manually turn the
foam spinner at the blade location.

spinner and cut into the

11. Remove the front of the spinner. You can now see why that part of the foam was not glued to the brass tube. With the
xacto razor remove a ring of foam. For this case, 1 ½” diameter seemed appropriate. Thickness is ¾” to fit the blade hubs.
12. Now fabricate a 1 ½” wood disk as shown to fit the indentation. The prop blades need to be cut and sanded to match this
wood disk.
13-14. Get out your protractor and accurately lay out 3 lines 120 degree apart to the prop diameter on a large flat surface like
the build table. This will help you epoxy the blades onto the wood ring. Prop them up so they are coplaner as necessary. You may
have to glue one blade at a time and let dry.
15-16. Fit the blades onto the brass tube/base and carve out some foam as needed for the prop blades and fit the front cone
on also. Dab in some black paint at the edge to camouflage the blue foam if it shows.
17. Here the blades have been painted flat black and the rear section of the spinner painted olive drab to match the airframe.
Don’t forget the scale prop decals.
18-19. Shave off the front of the cone at the end of the brass tube. Refer to your full-size drawing. Then glue a 1/8” plywood
washer to the exposed foam; a long bolt inserts through the washer into the brass tube and into the long prop shaft extension to
hold the assembly in place.

20. Make a hole in the front cap, glue it back on, and repair the seam.
21. Spray the front of the spinner as necessary.
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Greater Southwest Aero Modelers Tech Page
Typical Walbro Carb Problems
Page 1 of 3
Intellectual Property of: Mark Fuess
Absconded from the GSW TECH SITE

Walbro carbs are (by nature) very stable and dependable. Once your engine broken-in, you
shouldn't need to mess with the carb. If you find yourself having to re-tune or you use the choke
more often than usual, there's a problem. 75% of the time, the problem can be traced to the internal filter screen. These screens are super-fine mesh and easily clog.
The first and most obvious sign of a clogged screen is, your engine is running lean on the topend, and requires re-tuning. As the clog gets worse, both the topend and the lowend needles
will require re-tuning. Eventually, you will have to choke your engine more often to get it to fire
up. This is the worst-case scenario.
All Walbro's have a filter screen, however some have TWO screens! If your carb has two
screens, both will require cleaning and/or replacement.

The primary screen is located on the PUMP SIDE of the carb. Remove the single screw in the
middle pump cover and lift it off. When you re-assemble the carb make sure the pump diaphragm goes on the carb first followed by the gasket.
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Greater Southwest Aero Modelers Tech Page
Typical Walbro Carb Problems
Page 2 of 3

The fine mesh screen can be removed using an Exacto Knife or other sharp tool. Catch the
screen on the edge and lift up. I'd like to NOTE here, that the visible side (cup side) is the
debris trap. So most of the crap will be visible before you remove the screen. You can't
properly clean the screen without removing it! The "real" crap is wedged into the mesh and
has to be blown out from the back side.
I would HIGHLY RECOMMEND you thoroughly clean the carb before you re-assemble it.
Once you've back-flushed the screen and it shows to be clean, re-install the screen making
sure it is completely seated as it was originally. The back-side of an Exacto Knife makes a
great installation tool for the screen! While you have the carb dis-assembled inspect your
diaphragms. These do get old and wear out. Carb overhaul kits are cheap and very much
worthy of installing since you're working on the carb anyway.
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Greater Southwest Aero Modelers Tech Page
Typical Walbro Carb Problems
Page 3 of 3

IF your Walbro has a Secondary Screen, it will be located on the "float" side of the carb.
You will have to remove the 4 screws holding the float diaphragm cover, and remove
the float diaphragm. If you see a brass insert as shown in the photo, there's a screen below that insert. DO NOT attempt to remove the insert & screen! You will damage
both. All you need to do is BACK-FLUSH the screen through ONE of the tuning needles. The way to do this is, close off ONE of the needles, and remove the other. Using
an aerosol carb cleaner pressurize the carb through the removed needle hole.
CAUTION!!! Do not get carb cleaner in your eyes!!! I can't even begin to tell you
how painful and damaging this is to your eyes! So please use a face shield! When the
secondary screen is completely back-flushed, the carb cleaner will flow readily through
the insert. When you're done, re-assemble the carb and adjust BOTH needles to the factory settings. This is typically 1.25 to 1.75 turns on each.
Some kits include filter screens and some don't. If your kit has the screen use it.
The Walbro Kit Number for all WT carbs is: K20-WAT
I extracted this data from the GSW TECHSITE
And it is the intellectual Property of M.B. Fuess
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Tail Spinner Submissions
Entries for the Tail Spinner are due no
later than the 24th of the month.
Remember that ads are free to members.
Send them to:

Mark Fuess

817.909.6065 (Text msg. only)
(e-mail) mark.fuess@hotmail.com

You Have an Idea for a Club EVENT?
Anyone (ESPECIALLY YOU) can be an event coordinator.
New type events are welcome with club approval.
Fun-fly’s are totally informal—volunteer and coordinate with me;
Any date including a Sunday.
(S) Indicates AMA sanctioned event.
Jimmy Stanford, Event Coordinator (202) 725-5565 or rescuejim@yahoo.com
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The Tail Spinner
Greater Southwest Aero Modelers
P.O. Box 1171
Bedford, TX 76095

Massey McDonald’s
Is proud to support
Greater Southwest Aero Modelers
Please visit us at one of the following locations:
Euless #2182
105 Airport Fwy
Euless, TX 76040

Our Meeting Place—>

Beach 3186
3901 Airport Freeway
Fort Worth, TX 76111

Altamere 32934
525 Alta Mere Dr.
Fort Worth, TX 76116

Precinct Line #25720
769 Airport Fwy.
Hurst, TX 76053

WILL YOU BE AT THE 2020 WES BLAIR TEXAS SCALE CHAMPIONSHIP?

Central #10230
2100 Central Park Blvd.
Bedford, TX 76022

Wichita 24126
3200 SE Loop 820
Forest Hill, TX 76140

April 2020 IMPORTANT REMINDERS!






No Club Meeting this month
Maintain Social Distancing at the airfield
If you are the last to leave, LOCK the GATE!
Wash your hands often or use Hand Sanitizer
Don’t steal our toilet paper LOL

Visit our website at: www.flygsw.org
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